Title: METHOD FOR FABRICATING OPTICAL FIBER PREFORM USING EXTRUSION DIE

Abstract: Disclosed is a method of fabricating a photonic crystal fiber preform using an extrusion die, comprising the step of extruding a first optical material into a continuous phase, and a second optical material into a plurality of dispersed phases to axially orient the dispersed phases.
METHOD FOR FABRICATING OPTICAL FIBER PREFORM USING
EXTRUSION DIE

Technical Field

The present invention relates, in general, to a method of fabricating an
plastic optical fiber preform using an extrusion die and, in particular, to a method
of fabricating a photonic crystal fiber preform using an extrusion die, which has a
refractive index difference between a clad region and a core or a photonic crystal
band gap by introducing a photonic crystal structure into the clad region.

Background Art

As well known to those skilled in the art, photonic crystal fibers are
classified into high refractive index core-typed photonic crystal fibers in which a
clad having hollows covers a high refractive index core, and light guidance is
accomplished according to a total internal reflection mechanism, and low
refractive index core-typed photonic crystal fibers in which a clad covers a low
refractive index hollow core and light guidance is accomplished according to a
photonic crystal band gap mechanism.

Light guidance properties of a photonic crystal fiber having a clad layer in
which a photonic crystal structure is formed are disclosed in many articles. For
example, Knight et al., “All Silica Single Mode Optical fiber with Photonic Crystal
Cladding”, Optics Letters, V. 21, No.19, p1547 (1996), and Birks, et al., “Endless
disclose characteristics of a single mode photonic crystal fiber comprising a silica
core and a porous silica clad layer. In these technologies, a silica tube positioned
at a center of a bundle of triangular lattices consisting of plural silica tubes is
substituted with a silica rod and the resulting structure is drawn at a high
temperature to fabricate the photonic crystal fiber. The silica rod corresponds to
the core of a conventional step-index photonic crystal fiber. The clad layer which
covers the silica rod has hollows periodically arranged in a transverse section of the photonic crystal fiber. Hollows in the clad layer are axially extended to both ends of the photonic crystal fiber, and so an effective refractive index is changed in the clad layer, thereby causing light guidance properties such as a diameter of mode field or dispersion property to be changed. A mode power distribution in the transverse section of the photonic crystal fiber is one of most important factors in determining physical properties of the photonic crystal fiber, and a change in the effective refractive index of the clad layer changes light guidance properties of the photonic crystal fiber. Furthermore, a high power laser beam can be guided in a single mode, differently from the step-index photonic crystal fiber, and advantageously, a relative refractive index of the clad layer against the core can be controlled by changing a hollow fraction in the clad layer. In these photonic crystal fibers, light guidance is accomplished according to a total internal reflection mechanism, i.e. a conventional light guidance mechanism, and the photonic crystal fiber comprises a core region with a high refractive index and a clad layer with a low refractive index. Physical properties of a conventional photonic crystal fiber are described in Broeng et al., “Invited Paper: A new class of optical waveguides”, Optical fiber Technology, V.5, p.305 (1999).

Meanwhile, it is known in the art that when a core, covered with a clad layer, consists of hollows arranged in a predetermined periodical lattice such as a triangle or a honeycomb, a photonic crystal band gap is two-dimensionally formed against a light with a frequency corresponding to the above structure, and so the light is limited within the core region, thereby light guidance is accomplished (Birks et al., “Full 2-D photonic bandgap in silica/air structures”, Electronics Letters, V.31, No. 22, p.1941 (1995), Knight et al., “Photonic band gap guidance in optical fiber”, Science, V.282, p.1476 (1998)).

The photonic crystal band gap structure is considered as a novel notion, and in the case of a photonic crystal band gap material with a three-dimensional periodicity, light with a wavelength corresponding to the structure limitedly flows through the photonic crystal band gap material. In the case of a photonic crystal band gap material with a two-dimensional periodicity, a propagation constant $\beta$
vertical against a periodic plane in which propagation is forbidden is within a predetermined range of values. The photonic crystal band gap material with a two-dimensional periodicity may be utilized to realize light guidance by limiting light only within a hollow core region covered with the clad layer consisting of the photonic crystal band gap material. As described above, a photonic crystal fiber having a clad layer in which dispersed phases are desirably arranged causes light to be guided only within the core. Accordingly, this photonic crystal fiber may greatly contribute to a high-speed transmission of a large amount of data through an information communications net.

Physical properties of the photonic crystal fiber depend on a refractive index ratio of a continuous phase consisting of an optical material and a dispersed phase mostly consisting of air, a size of the dispersed phase, and a distance between centers of dispersed phases. Additionally, an existence of the photonic crystal band gap depends on these factors.

In a conventional photonic crystal fiber, silica with the refractive index ratio of 1.45 is used as the optical material constituting the continuous phase. The conventional photonic crystal fiber was prepared by tying silica tubes and a silica rod into a bundle in such a way that silica tubes and the rod are arranged in a predetermined manner and drawing them at a temperature of 2000°C. Production of the conventional photonic crystal fiber mostly depends on factors such as a size of each hollow, a distance between centers of dispersed phases, and an arrangement shape of hollows. Such factors cause an effective refractive index of the clad layer to change, and light guidance is realized owing to a difference of the refractive index between the clad layer and a silica core, as disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 5,802,236 and International Pat. Pub. Nos. WO 00-16141, WO 00-37974, WO 99-00685, WO 00-49435, WO 00-49435, WO 00-60388, WO 99-64903, and WO 00-64904.

However, a method of fabricating a photonic crystal fiber preform with a fine-structured section by extruding a polymer optical material with a refractive index of 1.45 is not well known in the art. An extrusion of these porous fibers is applied to fabricate an endoscope comprising multiple core hollows (U.S. Pat. No.
5,471,553) and to fabricate a photonic crystal fiber for optically transmitting a signal (U.S. Pat. No. 6,188,824), but these patents also provide a method of fabricating a bundle of multiple photonic crystal fibers based on a principle of a conventional total internal reflection mechanism.

In particular, U.S. Pat. No. 6,260,388 discloses a fabricating and drawing method of a photonic crystal fiber preform using a modified extrusion die so as to fabricate a honeycomb-shaped structure consisting of inorganic materials useful to fabricate a catalytic converter used in a release region of an automobile, but the modified extrusion die is different from an extrusion die of the present invention in its structure. In addition, this patent is different from the present invention in that a raw material used in the method is, for example, a mixture of glass powder and a binder, which requires a high temperature sintering process.

An extrusion die of the present invention is advantageous in that the die is useful to extrude a molten polymer, and an optical material different from the optical material used as a continuous phase can constitute the dispersed phase, instead of air.

Disclosure of the Invention

Accordingly, the present invention has been made keeping in mind the above problems occurring in the prior art, and an object of the present invention is to provide a method of fabricating a plastic optical crystal fiber with a photonic crystal, in which a fine-structured optical fiber is simply and inexpensively fabricated by using a die useful in extruding a molten polymer, and additional factors can be added for more diverse and correct application.

In accordance with the object of the present invention, there is provided a method of fabricating an photonic crystal fiber preform, comprising the step of extruding a first optical material into a continuous phase, and a second optical material into a plurality of dispersed phases to axially orient the dispersed phases.
Brief Description of the Drawings

The above and other objects, features and other advantages of the present invention will be more clearly understood from the following detailed description taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which:

Fig. 1A is a longitudinal sectional view of an extrusion die useful to fabricate a plastic photonic crystal fiber preform according to the present invention;

Fig. 1B is a transverse sectional view of Fig. 1A;

Fig. 2A is a longitudinal sectional view of an extrusion die useful to fabricate a plastic photonic crystal fiber preform according to the present invention, in which air instead of a separate dispersed phase material forms dispersed phases;

Fig. 2B is a transverse sectional view of Fig. 2A;

Fig. 3 is a transverse sectional view of the plastic photonic crystal fiber preform according to the present invention;

Fig. 4 is a transverse sectional view of the extrusion die used in example 1 of the present invention; and

Fig. 5 is a transverse sectional view of the extrusion die used in example 2 of the present invention.

Best Mode for Carrying Out the Invention

Reference should now be made to the drawings, in which the same reference numerals are used throughout the different drawings to designate the same or similar components.

According to the present invention, provided is a photonic crystal fiber preform in which dispersed phases are axially oriented in a continuous phase by use of an extrusion die.

The dispersed phase has a predetermined size and shape, and is arranged in the shape of a regular or an irregular lattice. An effective refractive index of a
clad layer is varied owing to a volume fraction of the dispersed phase, and so peculiar properties not shown in a conventional optical fiber using a step-index difference, are shown in an optical fiber according to the present invention.

With reference to Figs. 1A and 1B, illustrated are sectional views of an extrusion die useful to fabricate a plastic photonic crystal fiber preform according to the present invention. A molten resin 5 carried from an inlet of a die 1 passes through the die and the extruded resin has the dispersed phases 3 formed by structures 2 arranged at a predetermined interval in the die. A dispersed phase material such as air is injected through an inlet 6 of the die, and distributed in the continuous phase 4.

Referring to Figs. 2A and 2B, shown are sectional views of an extrusion die useful to fabricate a plastic photonic crystal fiber preform according to the present invention, in which air instead of a separate dispersed phase material is used as a dispersed phase. If the dispersed phase consists of air, the preform with the continuous phase 4 in which air 7 is dispersed by structures 2 arranged in a predetermined shape can be fabricated without a separate device for injecting a dispersed phase material into the die.

In the case of fabricating the photonic crystal fiber preform using the extrusion die of the present invention, a shape, a size, and an arrangement of the dispersed phase, and a distance between dispersed phases are readily modified by changing a structure of the extrusion die.

Turning now to Fig. 3, provided is a transverse sectional view of a plastic photonic crystal fiber preform according to the present invention, wherein reference numerals 8 and 9 denote a diameter d’ of the dispersed phase in the preform and a distance Λ’ between centers of dispersed phases, respectively. d’ and Λ’ are variable factors useful to change the structure of the extrusion die.

When the photonic crystal fiber preform is fabricated, an optically transparent material is used as a raw material so as to minimize an absorption loss of light with a desired wavelength, and various optical plastic materials having a similar refractive index as silica are used as the raw material, in addition to a conventional silica.
Examples of the optical material useful in the present invention include polymethyl methacrylate, a copolymer mostly consisting of methyl methacrylate, polystyrene, a copolymer mostly consisting of styrene, a copolymer of styrene with acrylonitrile, poly-4-methylpentene-1, a copolymer of ethylene with vinyl acetate, polycarbonate, polychlorostyrene, polyvinylidene chloride, polyvinyl acetate, a tertiary or quaternary copolymer consisting of methyl methacrylate and styrene, vinyltoluene or α-methylstyrene, and maleic anhydride, polydimethylsiloxane, polyacetal, polytetrafluoroethylene, polyvinylidene fluoride, polytrifluoroethylene, polyperfluoropropylene, a copolymer or a tertiary copolymer mostly consisting of fluorene, a blend of polyvinylidene fluoride with polymethyl methacrylate, a polymer mostly consisting of fluoromethacrylate defined as CH₂= C(CH₃)COOR’f (wherein, Rf is (CH₂)m(CF₂)nH, (CH₂)m(CF₂)nF, CH-(CF₃)₂, C(CF₃)₃, CH₂CF₂CHFCF₃, or CH₂CF₂(CF₃)₂, and m and n are integers ranging from 1 to 20, respectively), a copolymer partially consisting of fluoromethacrylate, a copolymer of fluoromethacrylate with methylmethacrylate, a polymer mostly consisting of fluoroacrylate defined as CH₂CHCOOR’f (wherein, R’f is (CH₃)ₘ(CF₂)ₙF, (CH₂)ₘ(CF₂)ₙH, CH₂CF₂CHFCF₃, or CH(CH₃)₂, and m and n are integers ranging from 1 to 20, respectively), a copolymer partially consisting of fluoroacrylate, a copolymer of fluoroacrylate with fluoromethacrylate, a copolymer of fluoroacrylate, fluoromethacrylate, and methylmethacrylate, a polymer of 2-fluoroacrylate defined by CH₂=CFCOOR’”f (wherein, R’”f is CH₃, (CH₂)ₘ(CF₂)ₙH, (CH₂)ₘ(CF₂)ₙF, C(CF₃)₃, or CH₂CF₂CHFCF₃, and m and n are integers ranging from 1 to 20, respectively), and a copolymer partially consisting of 2-fluoroacrylate. To minimize the absorption loss of light with a desired wavelength, an optical material comprising fluoro-substituted plastics or heavy hydrogen substituted plastics may be used.

An optical polymer having a lower refractive index than a first optical material may be used as a second optical material for forming the dispersed phase, and preferably the dispersed phase consists of air.

According to the present invention, in the case of a high refractive index core-type photonic crystal fiber, a core is formed as a continuous phase and light
guidance is accomplished according to a total internal reflection mechanism. On the other hand, in the case of a low refractive index core-typed photonic crystal fiber, the core is formed as a dispersed phase, and light guidance is accomplished according to a photonic crystal band gap mechanism. Furthermore, the photonic crystal fiber preform can be fabricated by forming the core with the use of a third optical material having a higher or lower refractive index than the continuous phase.

A better understanding of the present invention may be obtained through the following examples which are set forth to illustrate, but are not to be construed as the limit of the present invention.

EXAMPLE 1

Having a refractive index of 1.49 and a melt flow index of 1.5 g/10 min at 230°C, molten polymethyl methacrylate was extruded through an extrusion die as shown in Fig. 4. Structures for extruding a dispersed phase material were arranged in the shape of a honeycomb and a structure for extruding a core material was positioned at a center of the extrusion die. An extruded preform was composed of a clad region in which hollows with d' of 1 mm and λ' of 2 mm were arranged in the shape of a honeycomb, and a core hollow with a diameter of 1 mm, positioned at a center of the preform. A diameter of the preform was 50 cm. Nitrogen flowed into the dispersed phase during an extrusion process of the dispersed phase material so as to maintain the shape of the hollow.

EXAMPLE 2

Having a refractive index of 1.49 and a melt flow index of 1.5 g/10 min at 230°C, molten polymethyl methacrylate was extruded through an extrusion die as shown in Fig. 5. Structures for forming a dispersed phase were arranged in the shape of a triangle and a structure for extruding a core material was positioned at a center of the extrusion die. An extruded preform was composed of a clad region
in which hollows with \( d' \) of 1 mm and \( \Lambda' \) of 2 mm were arranged in the shape of a triangle, and a core, consisting of polymethyl methacrylate with a diameter of 1 mm, positioned at a center of the preform. A diameter of the preform was 50 cm.

Although the preferred embodiments of the present invention have been disclosed for illustrative purposes, those skilled in the art will appreciate that various modifications, additions and substitutions are possible, without departing from the scope and spirit of the invention as disclosed in the accompanying claims.
Claims

1. A method of fabricating a photonic crystal fiber preform, comprising the step of:
extruding a first optical material into a continuous phase, and a second
optical material into a plurality of dispersed phases to axially orient the dispersed phases.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the photonic crystal fiber preform comprises a core consisting of the continuous phase, and light guidance is accomplished by a total internal reflection mechanism.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein the photonic crystal fiber preform comprises a core consisting of the dispersed phases, and light guidance is accomplished by a photonic crystal band gap mechanism.

4. The method according to claim 1, wherein the photonic crystal fiber preform comprises a core consisting of a third optical material having a higher or lower refractive index than the continuous phase.

5. The method according to claim 1, wherein the first optical material is selected from the group consisting of polymethyl methacrylate, a copolymer mostly consisting of methyl methacrylate, polystyrene, a copolymer mostly consisting of styrene, a copolymer of styrene with acrylonitrile, poly-4-methylpentene-1, a copolymer of ethylene with vinyl acetate, polycarbonate, polychlorostyrene, polyvinylidene chloride, polyvinyl acetate, a tertiary or quaternary copolymer consisting of methyl methacrylate and styrene, vinyltoluene or α-methylstyrene, and maleic anhydride, polydimethylsiloxane, polyacetal, polytetrafluoroethylene, polyvinylidene fluoride, polytrifluoroethylene, polyperfluoropropylene, a copolymer or a tertiary copolymer mostly consisting of fluorene, a blend of polyvinylidene fluoride with polymethyl methacrylate, a
polymer mostly consisting of fluoromethacrylate defined as CH$_2$=C(CH$_3$)COORf (wherein, Rf is (CH$_2$)$_m$(CF$_2$)$_n$H, (CH$_2$)$_m$(CF$_2$)$_n$F, CH-(CF$_3$)$_2$, C(F$_3$)$_3$, CH$_2$CF$_2$CHFCF$_3$, or CH$_2$CF$_2$(CF$_3$)$_2$, and m and n are integers ranging from 1 to 20, respectively), a copolymer partially consisting of fluoromethacrylate, a copolymer of fluoromethacrylate with methylmethacrylate, a polymer mostly consisting of fluoroacrylate defined as CH$_2$CHCOOR'f (wherein, R'f is (CH$_2$)$_m$(CF$_2$)$_n$F, (CH$_2$)$_m$(CF$_2$)$_n$H, CH$_2$CF$_2$CHFCF$_3$, or CH(CH$_3$)$_2$, and m and n are integers ranging from 1 to 20, respectively), a copolymer partially consisting of fluoroacrylate, a copolymer of fluoroacrylate with fluoromethacrylate, a copolymer of fluoroacrylate, fluoromethacrylate, and methylmethacrylate, a polymer of 2-fluoroacrylate defined by CH$_2$=CFCOOR"f (wherein, R"f is CH$_3$, (CH$_2$)$_m$(CF$_2$)$_n$H, (CH$_2$)$_m$(CF$_2$)$_n$F, C(F$_3$)$_3$, or CH$_2$CF$_2$CHFCF$_3$, and m and n are integers ranging from 1 to 20, respectively), and a copolymer partially consisting of 2-fluoroacrylate.

6. The method according to claim 1, wherein the second optical material is selected from the group consisting of polymethyl methacrylate, a copolymer mostly consisting of methyl methacrylate, polystyrene, a copolymer mostly consisting of styrene, a copolymer of styrene with acrylonitrile, poly-4-methylpentene-1, a copolymer of ethylene with vinyl acetate, polycarbonate, polychlorostyrene, polyvinylidene chloride, polyvinyl acetate, a tertiary or quaternary copolymer consisting of methyl methacrylate and styrene, vinyltoluene or a-methylstyrene, and maleic anhydride, polydimethylsiloxane, polyacetal, polytetrafluoroethylene, polyvinylidene fluoride, polytrifluoroethylene, polyperfluoropropylene, a copolymer or a tertiary copolymer mostly consisting of fluorene, a blend of polyvinylidene fluoride with polymethyl methacrylate, a polymer mostly consisting of fluoromethacrylate defined as CH$_2$=C(CH$_3$)COORf (wherein, Rf is (CH$_2$)$_m$(CF$_2$)$_n$H, (CH$_2$)$_m$(CF$_2$)$_n$F, CH-(CF$_3$)$_2$, C(F$_3$)$_3$, CH$_2$CF$_2$CHFCF$_3$, or CH$_2$CF$_2$(CF$_3$)$_2$, and m and n are integers ranging from 1 to 20, respectively), a copolymer partially consisting of fluoromethacrylate, a copolymer of fluoromethacrylate with methylmethacrylate, a polymer mostly consisting of
fluoroacrylate defined as \( \text{CH}_2\text{CHCOOR'}\) (wherein, R'f is \((\text{CH}_2)_m\text{(CF}_2)_n\text{F, (CH}_2)_m\text{(CF}_2)_n\text{H, CH}_2\text{CF}_2\text{CHFCF}_3, \) or \(\text{CH}(\text{CH}_3)_2\), and m and n are integers ranging from 1 to 20, respectively), a copolymer partially consisting of fluoroacrylate, a copolymer of fluoroacrylate with fluoromethacrylate, a copolymer of fluoroacrylate, fluoromethacrylate, and methylethacrylate, a polymer of 2-fluoroacrylate defined by \( \text{CH}_2=\text{CFCOOR}''\) (wherein, R''f is CH, \((\text{CH}_2)_m\text{(CF}_2)_n\text{H, (CH}_2)_m\text{(CF}_2)_n\text{F, C(CF}_3)_2, \) or \(\text{CH}_2\text{CF}_2\text{CHFCF}_3, \) and m and n are integers ranging from 1 to 20, respectively), and a copolymer partially consisting of 2-fluoroacrylate.

7. The method according to claim 4, wherein the third optical material is selected from the group consisting of polymethyl methacrylate, a copolymer mostly consisting of methyl methacrylate, polystyrene, a copolymer mostly consisting of styrene, a copolymer of styrene with acrylonitrile, poly-4-methylnpentene-1, a copolymer of ethylene with vinyl acetate, polycarbonate, polychlorostyrene, polyvinylidene chloride, polyvinyl acetate, a tertiary or quaternary copolymer consisting of methyl methacrylate and styrene, vinyltoluene or \(\alpha\)-methylstyrene, and maleic anhydride, polydimethylsiloxane, polycetal, polytetrafluoroethylene, polyvinylidene fluoride, polytrifluoroethylene, polyperfluoropropylene, a copolymer or a tertiary copolymer mostly consisting of fluorene, a blend of polyvinylidene fluoride with polymethyl methacrylate, a polymer mostly consisting of fluoromethacrylate defined as \( \text{CH}_2=\text{C(CH}_3)_2\text{COOR'f \) (wherein, Rf is \((\text{CH}_2)_m\text{(CF}_2)_n\text{H, (CH}_2)_m\text{(CF}_2)_n\text{F, CH-(CF}_3)_2, C(CF}_3)_3, CH}_2\text{CF}_2\text{CHFCF}_3, \) or \(\text{CH}_2\text{CF}_2\text{(CF}_3)_2, \) and m and n are integers ranging from 1 to 20, respectively), a copolymer partially consisting of fluoromethacrylate, a copolymer of fluoromethacrylate with methylethacrylate, a polymer mostly consisting of fluoroacrylate defined as \( \text{CH}_2\text{CHCOOR'f \) (wherein, R'f is \((\text{CH}_2)_m\text{(CF}_2)_n\text{F, (CH}_2)_m\text{(CF}_2)_n\text{H, CH}_2\text{CF}_2\text{CHFCF}_3, \) or \(\text{CH}(\text{CH}_3)_2, \) and m and n are integers ranging from 1 to 20, respectively), a copolymer partially consisting of fluoroacrylate, a copolymer of fluoroacrylate with fluoromethacrylate, a copolymer of fluoroacrylate, fluoromethacrylate, and methylethacrylate, a polymer of 2-
fluoroacrylate defined by CH₂=CFCOOR''f (wherein, R''f is CH₃, (CH₂)_m(CF₂)_nH, (CH₂)_m(CF₂)_nF, C(CF₃)_3, or CH₂CF₂CHFCF₃, and m and n are integers ranging from 1 to 20, respectively), and a copolymer partially consisting of 2-fluoroacrylate.

8. The method according to claim 1, wherein the dispersed phases have any one sectional shape selected from the group consisting of a circle, an oval, a star, a triangle, a square, a pentagon, a hexagon, other polygons, and any other geometric closed shapes.

9. The method according to claim 1, wherein the dispersed phases are arranged in a shape of regular or irregular lattice.

10. The method according to claim 1, wherein the dispersed phases are arranged in the shape of a triangle, square, hexagon, or honeycomb.

11. The method according to claim 1, wherein the dispersed phases are arranged in such a way that an arrangement shape of the dispersed phases forms a mixed shape of two or more shapes selected from the group consisting of triangle, square, hexagon, and honeycomb.

12. The method according to claim 1, wherein each size of the dispersed phases is varied along a distance from a center of the continuous phase to an edge.

13. The method according to claim 1, wherein one or more cores constitute the photonic crystal fiber preform.

14. A method of fabricating a photonic crystal fiber, comprising the steps of:

extruding a first optical material into a continuous phase, and a second optical material into a plurality of dispersed phases to fabricate a photonic crystal
fiber preform, said dispersed phases being axially oriented in the photonic crystal fiber preform; and
  continuously drawing the photonic crystal fiber preform.